
Philosophy Meeting#5
What is food?

NOTE: we restricted our discussion to the typeof
"

Supreme
"

God from monotheistic religions like Christianity, Islam, etc .

Thegods from polytheistic mythologies (Greek, Hink, etc)
are more like people with superpowers than

"gots " in
this sense.
we bit settle on a final definition , but we came up with
some tentative requirements :
↳ omnipotent and omniscient ( Spencer)↳ behaves i justly ", but not necessarily omni benevolent,

according to SharShor↳ delivers moral judgement↳ Got is somewhat human- like inthe sensethat God
has thoughts t feelings t Jesi res

At the end of themeeting, wetalked about some possible
logical contradictions in the definition of God , like
the classic example : " if God is all - powerful, can God
make a burrito so hot that ever God cannot eat it ?

"

For some reason
, nobody seemed bothered by this . . . I guess

logical contradictions aren't important when considering
God ? ? ?

Agastya did come up with an objection to this paradox,
claimingthat creatingsuch a i burrito " would changethe
whole tframework " so that Gots powers would be entirely
Siffert and no contradiction exists, but until such a burrito
is created

, God remains omnipotent .



QCan we scientifically determine whether God exists ?
Lots of people (ShonShou, Holly , Spencer etc.) immediatelysaid "no". After talking about it, we figured out why .
The existenceof God is unfalsifiable- if God didn't exist,
no amount of tent a thatwe collect would be enough to
Disprove its existence . We also can't really run any tests /
experiments to test our hypotheses .
Sonja did come up with the interesting ideathat groups
of people / civilizations developing similar beliefs in God
inteentutty is kind like reproducingan experiment .
But , for the most part , it's not meaningful to scientifically
investigate whether Got exists .

We talked about some common arguments for the existenceof
God and reasons to believe in God . I won't re- explainthem
all here, sincethey can be easily Wikipedia- ed .
ONToLOGICAL ARGUMENT

¥Htexw¥e well enough .
↳ Shen-Shan objected that by defining God as " abeing
thou which no greater can be conceived," one ask
its existence right off the bat(
Agastya motet that our limited ability to " conceive

"

complicates the argument



COSMOLOGICAL ARGUMENT
-

↳ Shan Shan remarked that just because there must be an
+uncaused cause" it isn't necessarily a ' God " in the sense
that wethink of it[
Agastya notes that we don't known that time goes back
forever. Maybetime Whitelist before anything else
existed , like a number linegoing in only one direction .

TF-LEOLOGI LAK ARGUMENT
-

.

↳ Spencer said that, probabilistically, sincethe universe
is so huge, it make sense that some configurations of} atoms would be complex enoughto formlife
Also
, evolution explains how life and seemingly "tesignet "

things can comefrom chaosIs Slavik mentioned an experiment in biology showingthat
complex organic molecules could comefro in inorganic
molecules t energy

PASCAUSwAGER_
↳ Holly x Sonjae objected that choosing to believesnetting
because of its costs) benefits isn't real 'belief "↳ Also
,
Pascal's wager applies equally to every possible

" God"
.
it suggests that one should believe in a- God, but[ toesit suggest how to choose which one.

in a real wager, probabilities are important. But theres noreal way to gauge the
" probability " that God exists .



⇐ so if we can't scientifically conclude that God exists or
toesitexist, and can't ever find any really convincing
evidence

, why believe at all? Or why choose one
religion over another?

↳ Agastya suggested that people believe in religions based
ontheir perks , like whetherthey make a person feel good/↳TITTYTEETHTet which merger Cor nonaligned
people choose Herts ontheir costs t benefits . . . but does
anyone really carefully weighthe costs & benefits before( Luff 'Itaiout'Eff it is often beset in large part by a
person's culture, and is not a conscious and reasoned[ Fiend + Slavik mentioned that they are atheist 1agnostics,
but likethe momentarily i pretend " that they believe in God
or take comfort inthe possibility that there exists a( WoofterYanes to think that while nobody really choose
a religion for its perks , that is what primarily influences
then

, since people need " God " to give their lives meaning
(Slavikx Paul) and satisfy their curiosity (Luke)


